
Office phone calls have
never been so comfortable

Hush 
acoustic 
 office 
solutions



Modern workplaces are adapting to the needs of 
the people who perform their jobs in them. More and 
more employees express the desire to find acoustic 
solutions which would let them work in peace and be 
more effective. Providing special zones for phone calls 

and videoconferences has become one of the crucial 
elements of an office that is friendly and open to the 
needs of employees. The best solutions should be fle-
xible and inexpensive to implement, and this is exactly 
what we provide.

We thought about everything

Hush Phone is a perfect place for:

 hushoffice.com

Private
videoconferences

Trade
negotiations

Confidential telephone
conversations

Compact

Hush Phone occupies only 1 square meter – 

the small dimensions and weight allow it to 

be set or adjusted to the current needs of any 

organisation.

Comfortable to use

Thanks to the armrest, a movement sensor 

which activates the lighting and ventilation, 

and a rear wall made of glass, the Hush Phone  

provides an excellent user experience.

Functional

Equipped with lighting, a ventilation system, 

a folding laptop table, and 230V & USB 

sockets.

Easy adaptable

The thoughtful design and configuration 

options mean that the Hush Phone can be 

easily integrated into any office space.

We provide separate mobile spaces,
replacing stress with harmony & peace.
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Technical features

Led ceiling light run by 
motion sensor

Active ventilation run by 
motion sensor

Power module (single 
power, double USB)

Toughened acoustic glass 
door with handle

Glazed rear wall with stylish 
central panel design

Ergonomic shelf / storage

Fold-away oak veneer 
laptop table

Acoustic lined fabric panels

Integral carpeted floor

Optional floor 
mounted stool

Leveling feet

Anti-collision door 
manifestation
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compact height

of 2200 mm

excellent sound

absorption

strong frame

construction

W: 1000   D: 900   H: 2200
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Dimensions (mm)
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Find out more by visiting our website.
www.hushpod.co.nz

Colour Finishes
Carcass finishes

Middle column

AGC ASP

Upholstery Wool

THY TEMTCL TRC

TTETSNTBI TDU THI TTM

TFI TPL TPC TSI TPE TGR

TFU TORTEGTINTON TST

TLI TWO TMS TCATJA TSG

Upholstery Petrus

TWN TER TCS TMTTGA TAG

TCE TDK TKITNT TNX TDM

Upholstery Mura

TRO TGYTGC TNJ TZJ

TKHTSC

TBE TFLTUM THB TPUTMA

TCC

TOL

Interior finishes

ABB

AGC




